Millions have watched the YouTube video of the mysterious ‘spinning statue’ in the Manchester Museum, UK. Thousands flock to see it and the story is being reported by media worldwide.

The 10-inch Egyptian statuette, dating from 1800 BC and dedicated to Osiris – god of the afterlife and described as ‘the Lord of Love’ – can be seen in the museum’s time-lapse video rotating by itself in its locked glass cabinet. Scientists and commentators are putting forward various theories in an attempt to explain the phenomenon and some believe the vibrations from visitors’ footsteps may have caused the statue to rotate. But museum Egyptologist Campbell Price is not convinced: “That doesn’t explain why neighbouring artifacts haven’t budged an inch or why the statue suddenly started to move after standing for years in perfect stillness, as statues tend to do…. And why would it go around in a perfect circle?” Anna Garnett, from the museum, commented that even “when the chamber was empty, the statue moved 45 degrees in 90 minutes”.

Share International magazine has been reporting on miracles for over 30 years and its editor Benjamin Creme offers the following explanation: “The movement of the statue is a miracle manifested by Maitreya, the World Teacher, heralding his imminent emergence. This is another one of the dozens of miracles occurring now.”

Miracles recently reported in Share International include:

– ‘Angel of Syria’: Maitreya picks up body of wounded youth
– Sightings of Maitreya’s ‘star’ moving and changing colours
– Madonna statues weeping blood
– Woman exudes sticky healing nectar which objects adhere to
– Gigantic ‘Angel’ near the sun filmed by NASA camera
– Signs of Allah and Mohammed appear on face of Muslim girl
– Church icons miraculously cleaned to bright gold
– New milk-drinking Hindu statues like the worldwide miracles of 1995
– Patterns of light manifested on walls and pavements
– Crosses of light in windows

Miracles have been occurring in increasing numbers in the last three decades. Share International connects these miracles to a bigger story: the emergence of a group of spiritual teachers at this critical time. At their head is Maitreya, the World Teacher. Expected by all religious groups under different names, he comes not as a religious teacher, but as an educator in the broadest sense, for people of all faiths and those of none. His mission is to bring the nations together in brotherhood, and to inspire the creation of a new civilization based on justice, sharing and world peace.
For nearly 40 years artist, author, and lecturer Benjamin Creme has been preparing the way for the biggest event in history – the emergence of Maitreya the World Teacher and his group, the Masters of Wisdom. Millions of people around the world have heard his information and wait expectantly for this momentous event.

Since 19 July 1977 Maitreya has been living in the Asian community of London, gradually emerging before the public. Long awaited by all faiths under different names, Maitreya is the World Teacher for all people, religious or not.

Maitreya’s ‘roving ambassador’ Benjamin Creme has travelled the world spreading his message of hope and creating a climate of expectancy for Maitreya’s emergence. Trained and supervised over many years by his own Master, with whom he is in constant telepathic contact, Benjamin Creme has access to up-to-date information on Maitreya’s emergence, giving him the total conviction needed to present this story to a sceptical world.

Mr Creme has lectured worldwide and regularly appears on television and radio – in the USA alone he has been interviewed on more than 700 radio and television shows. He is author of 16 books – translated into 11 languages – and is editor of Share International magazine which circulates in 70 countries. He receives no payment for any of this work.

As a modern man concerned with today’s problems, Maitreya works behind the scenes of our changing world. The outpouring of his extraordinary energy has been the stimulus for dramatic developments on many fronts: the ending of the cold war; the break-up of the Soviet Union; the unification of Germany; the ending of apartheid in South Africa; the growing power of the people’s voice, leading to demands for freedom and justice; and the worldwide focus on preserving the environment.

Outwardly Maitreya has met with influential leaders from all fields, informing them of his solutions to our pressing problems. His message can be summarized as: “Share and save the world.”

For those who seek signs of his coming, Maitreya has manifested miracles worldwide, touching the hearts of millions and preparing them for his imminent appearance.

On 12 December 2008 Share International Foundation distributed a news release announcing that in the very near future a large, bright ‘star-like luminary’ would appear in the sky visible throughout the planet, night and day – a herald of Maitreya’s open emergence and first interview on US television.

Hundreds of sightings of the ‘star’ soon began to be posted on YouTube, creating much debate; television news programmes reported sightings; and Share International magazine received hundreds of photographs showing the ‘star’ in a variety of stunning colours and shapes and moving in the sky like no ordinary star.

In January 2010 Benjamin Creme announced that Maitreya’s first television interview had taken place, on a US network. Since then he has given interviews in the USA (29), Mexico (14), Brazil (41) and Russia (14 to date) and will continue to give a series of interviews in many countries around the world.

When Maitreya gives television interviews he is at present incognito. Benjamin Creme explains why: “So that people can respond to Maitreya’s ideas and presence without knowing and believing in a particular person. In other words, when they want for the world sharing, justice and peace for all, they will do it from their hearts by themselves, and not because they think ‘this one’, or ‘that one’, is Maitreya.”

With Maitreya and his group working openly in the world, offering their guidance and teachings, humanity is assured not only of survival but of the creation of a brilliant new civilization.